Fulcrum’s Process – Providing the Aviation Industry With Low-Carbon SAF From Household Garbage
Fulcrum SAF

• Sourced from abundant Municipal Solid Waste
• Zero-Minus Carbon Score
• Drop-in
• Clean, no Contaminants
• Helps Customers Achieve Net-Zero Operations
Sustainable Environmental Attributes

- Small Footprints
- Zero Carbon Fuel
- Minor Source Emitter
- New Age Refineries
- Reduce Landfills
- Recycle end of Life Plastics
Fulcrum Program

- SAF From Demo Tested, Approved and Certified
- First Commercial MSW – to – Feedstock Plant Operational
- First Commercial Refinery in Commissioning
- Second Plant in Gary, IN
  - Air Permit Filed
- Third Plant Outside of Houston
- Foreign Plants With Partners
  - United Kingdom
  - Australia
  - Mexico
  - Japan